In an age of politically-correct disability consciousness, the Stoke Mandeville centre for spinal injuries is not just renowned, it\'s iconic. Here, paraplegic sports replace basket-weaving and poetry as the pinnacles of human and medical achievement, and an endless succession of VIPs line up for photo-shots. The would-be normatizing of social intercourse with persons not long ago regarded as basket-case cripples is inexpensive PR.

Like curb-cuts and wheelchair ramps, then, the history of Stoke Mandeville and the history of the treatment of spinal injuries in general, can never be entirely a self-sealed medical story. As John Silver reveals in this converted MD thesis, the political, the economic, and the cultural intrude at nearly every turn. Albeit, "the intrusions" here are mostly inadvertent; like other such practitioner histories, the dominant narrative of this one is positivist, heroic and progressive. The "dark ages" of dying paraplegics (mainly from bed-sores and dirty catheters) is seen inevitably to give way to happy, hopeful, scientific times. The "nothing-much-could-be done" days of worker-patients paralysed by falling bales on busy docks, or crushed by shunting locomotives and reckless transport wagons, progresses ultimately to inspired medical enthusiasts determined to turn a unremunerative backwater into something other.

It takes only two short chapters to get us there. We gallop through antiquity, Moslem, Hindu, and Chinese medicine, Paré, the usual stock of nineteenth-century surgeon grandees, on to Cushing, Sargent, Holmes, Riddoch and Head during the First World War, to arrive along the way at the setting up in 1916 of the world\'s first specialist spinal outfit, the historically neglected Royal Star and Garter in Richmond. Short shrift is given to the interwar doldrums with their cut-backs, institutional dissolutions, and meagre signs of professional interest, to reach the Second World War and the setting up of Stoke Mandeville as a Ministry of Pensions naval hospital in 1944.

Whereas doom and gloom prevailed at the Star and Garter, with patients "totally dependent on the orderlies, regimented and addicted to morphine" (p. 53), at Stoke Mandeville the sun shone from the start. Primarily, this was due to Hitler. It was thanks to his 1933 expulsion of Jewish doctors from university appointments that Ludwig Guttmann was led to seek refuge in England in 1939, eventually to become (after five unhappy years at Oxford\'s Nuffield Department of Neurosurgery) Stoke Mandeville\'s first Medical Officer. Guttmann (1899--1980) had worked under Otfrid Foerster in Breslau, treating spinally-injured miners. He had done some research on peripheral nerve injury, was passionate about sweat therapy, and was an advocate of physical re-education. An ugly man---as keen to take all the credit for successes as to blame anyone else if things went wrong---Guttmann "bullied and humiliated" those around him (p. 90). But at the same time, apparently, he stimulated his staff, and was as respected for his neurological knowledge as for the rigorous regimes he instituted. Patients, too, were inspired by him---or perhaps just frightened into the kinds of behaviour that led medical visitors to describe them as imbued with restorative "spirit\[s\] of confidence and self-dependence" (p. 96).

Stoke Mandeville became every inch Guttmann\'s fiefdom. He instituted research at all levels, insisted on meticulous note-taking for future studies, organized case presentations, tutorials and lectures on German lines, and conducted bedside teaching of doctors, physiologists, and nurses. Not least, he taught patients how to look after themselves. He was "cruel to be kind" wrote one of them reflecting on how her rehabilitation was as gruelling psychologically as it was physically. A micro-manager and authoritarian, Guttmann often turned up on "his wards" in the middle of the night to check if staff and patients were following his orders. He blasted the truant.

John Silver ought to know; intermittently he was a practitioner at Stoke Mandeville in the 1950s and 1960s, and collaborated with Guttmann on several research papers. His book combines personal recollections with sources from the National Archives. Oddly, however, he does not pursue the history of Stoke Mandeville through to the glory days when he was the neurological consultant there, from 1970 to his retirement in 1993. Instead, half-way through the book he waves goodbye to the place forever, offering thereafter a potted history of spinal injury treatment in the USA, Canada, the German-speaking world and France. After four chapters of organized historical disorder---with sub- and sub-sub sections on biography, therapies, institutions and "summaries"---the volume concludes with a 'Discussion' on the principles of treatment and a review of the literature. As Sir Roger Bannister puts it in the book\'s foreword, Dr Silver "achieves a unique balance of historical perspective and neurological expertise" (p. vii).
